
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Equipment  Moves 

 JADE 1 JADE 2 JADE 3 

Floor  

Show a Pike sit with pointed toes Pike fold in sitting with pointed toes (for 5 seconds) Pike fold in standing (for 5 seconds) 

Show a Straddle sit with pointed toes Straddle fold - Japana (for 5 seconds) 
x3 straddle leg lifts (keep bottom on the 

floor and lift legs up and down) 

Jump forwards over a line Jump sideways over a line Jump backwards over a line 

Show a landing position (hold for 5 seconds) 
Straight jump and landing position (hold for 5 

seconds) 
Tuck jump patting knees and landing 

position (hold for 5 seconds) 

Show happy cat and angry cat Front support (hold for 5 seconds) Back support (hold for 5 seconds) 

Vault 

Squat on shape on the floor (show a bunny 
shape) 

Show springboard footwork on the floor - one foot 
jump to two feet 

Squat onto a low vault from standing 

Step off vault into a landing position 
Straight jump from vault with a landing position 

(hold for 5 seconds) 
Tuck jump patting knees and landing 

position from vault (hold for 5 seconds) 

Beam / Bench 

Step on mount onto the beam / bench 
Squat on mount onto the beam / bench with 

support 
Squat on mount on the front of the beam / 

bench unsupported 

Pull self along the bench on tummy Caterpillar walks along the beam x3 bunny hops along a bench 

Walk forwards along the beam / bench with 
aeroplane arms 

Walk sideways along the beam / bench with 
aeroplane arms 

Walk backwards along the beam / bench 
with aeroplane arms 

Other  

Show an crab shape (hold for 5 seconds) Walk around the room in a crab shape Bent leg V-sit (can have hand support) 

Balance on one foot (no set time, knee must be 
above hip) 

Hopscotch (hop, jump, hop, jump) x3 Hop on one leg 


